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An informed and persuasive prescription for preparing teachers for

schools of choice requires a description of such schools and a diagnosis

of what is responsible for the successful ones. Thus, we must begin with

look at some of the salient features of schools of choice, and an

account of what makes them successful.

Schools of choice, or options or alternatives, are of many types.

In the public sector they have stood as a major mechanism for facilita

ting departure and permitting diversity -- and the particular departures

they have represented reflect a broad band of educational orientation and

practice. When one adds the private sector to the' array of schools of

possible choice, the variety and orientation spectrum is extended even

further.. Religious schools are -included, of course, along with schools

which depart more extensively from typical and standard practice than do

most public school alternatives.

Schools of choice have been established in American education to

respond to particular interests and concerns of students; the particular

needs of some students; the orientation and preferences of groups of

parents; and the educational ideas of particular groups of teachers.

Accordingly, the programs have departed from local practice, and differed
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from one another, in various ways. Some depart from standard practice

only with respect to one featur' e.g., curriculum, or school climate,

or religious orientation -- while remaining quite typical in other

respects. Other schools of choice, however, depart from traditional

practice across a broad front -- e.g., with respect to ethos, curriculum,

instructional activities and environments, and school structure and

management. There has tended to be a difference in scope and extent of

departure in the schools within choice systems on the one hand, dy the

single alternatives established within more conventional school systems

on the other. The sole alternative school within an otherwise fairly

standard and traditional system is likely to depart further from typical

practice than do each of the several schools co-existing within a school

district that has. placed its schools on an options basis. (This suggests

the possibility that private schools might depart further from typical

practice than do differentiated public schools. However, I know of no

systematic evidence suggesting this to be the case. Perhaps market

concerns serve to moderate departures.)

There are many different kinds of alternatives or schools of choice.

Magnet schools are often designed to respond to particular interests,

talents, or career aspirations. Individual alternatives have sometimes

been targeted for particular groups -- such as able students in search of

a more challenging and compelling education, or underachieving students

in need of academic motivation and success. But often such schools are

designed for a student cross-section who for a variety of reasons seek an

educational program or environment different from that which is otherwise

available.

The distinguishing features of schools of choice tend to differ at
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different age/grade levels. At elementary levels, the focus is likely to

be on particular pedagogical style and arrangements, as in open schools,

Montessori schools, or traditionalist schools. At the secondary level,

however, schools of choice vary across a wider range of dimensions.

Instructional orientation might be a major focus but it is probably more

likely to be either a particular curricular emphasis, or a particular

sort of school climate.

There is increasing evidence of .the effectiveness of schools of

choice and of the unusual satisfaction rates of all concerned with them,

students, teachers, parents, and the broader community. A number of fac-

tors have been advanced to explain the success and superiority of such

programs. Not all of them succeed, of course. But those which do appear

fairly consistently to exhibit a cluster of fsatures that warrant atten-

tion.

First, the choice feature itself appears central. It is possible to

diversify schools within a district but to continue assigning studdnts

and teachers to them. Some districts have undertaken this at least to

some extent in dealing with particular youngsters. It is reflected in

some tracking programs and in those referral programs established t, meet

the special needi attributed to particular groups of students. Such

programs have often met with markedly' less success than those in which

both the teachers and students have chosen to be involved.

A second feature of schools of choice is that' they are likely to be

considerably smaller than traditional schools. Whether in separate

buildings or structured as schools-within-schools, or mini-schools, they

constitute far smaller operating units in administrative terms than we

have grown accustomed to. Whether separately housed or not, these units
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operate with their own set of students and teachers who remain distinct

from other such groups for instructional purposes.

A third feature which seems to be associated with schools of choice

is a great deal more autonomy and freedom from external mandates and pro-

hibitions emanating from district, state, and federal agencies. So far

as instructional matters are concerned, considerably more power residea

in the school, to shape the educational program.

A fourtu attribute of schools of choice is that within the school,

individual teachers exert greater control over their own practice than is,

typically the case in education. They experience a broader range of

discretionary power and less restraint from others in exercising their

own professional judgment.

A fifth associated attribute is that teachers in schools of choice

are likely to experience their own practice as more professional in

nature and more efficacious in its effects than other schools afford.

They feel sufficiently free of imposed directives to be able to devise

and implement strategies tailored to the needs of their students.

A slith feature often' associated with schools of choice is an unusual

degree of collegiality. Teachers are likely to interact more, to depend

on one another more, and to exchange professionally-related information

and advice more openly and frequently than is typically the case in other

schools.

A seventh feature of schools of choice is their cohesiveness. Such

schools assemble a group of students, teachers, and parents who are

related' in some educationally significant way, by it philosophy or

intclrests or other proclivities. Thus, as some have put it, such schools

almost appear organizations in which students have taken out 'member-
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°ships,' and a strong sense of affiliation tends to emerge.

An eighth, related feature of schools of choice is that they typi

cally offer far more personalized environments than do comprehensive high

schools. This enables the entire school as a social system to operate

far more on Gemeinschaft than Gesellschaft principles -- which affects

communications structures, governance structures, and social control

arrangements.

A ninth tendency is for schools of choice to adopt and actively pur

sue broader goals than conventional schools. They are typically con

cerned with a broader spectrum of knowledge acquisition, and with the sum

of values, attitudes, orientations, and capacities' of their students.

They are rarely sheer academic institutions, then, or vocational. Most

are actively concerned with the full character o the maturing indivi
)/

dual.

A tenth feature is that staff in schools of choice tend to have far

more extended and diffuse roles than is presently the case in other

schools. Teachers are likely' to feel responsible for, and to perform,

functions elsewhere carried out by administrators and other specialized

'personnel.. For example, they may deal with parents and other members of

the public, help youngsters think through personal problems, and perhaps

do maintenance or custodial chore.,.. Administrators, in turn, may well

teach and be involved in various ways in instructional and other activi

ties. Extended roles appear the inevitable counterpart of smaller school

size, where fewer support services are likely to exist.

An eleventh feature is that students, too, are likely to have more

extended roles in schools of choice. In some they may teach, in others

do peer tutoring or coaching, in others help with school maintenance
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edge acquisition and compliance, and

sibility for themselves and their

suggests that in public schools of
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are responsible for more than knowl-

they are likely to have more respon-

decisions. At least some evidence

choice, the greater the autonomy of

the school, and the decision-making power of teachers, the larger the

decision-making role of students.

A twelfth feature of schools of choice is that they are likely, to

manifest considerable self - consciousness about and concern with what.is

variously called climate, culture', moral order, or ethos. .. Whether the

alternative be a fundamentalist or an open school, an elite private aced-

emy or an inner city ghetto school, there is likely oto be a strong pre-

occupation with the :.neffable matter of school spirit or 'soul.' There

is frequent talk of what we are as a school and what we want to be, and

there is frequent mention of,such underlying principles as belief in and

commitment to the success of all of the students enrolled.

Finally, a thirteenth attribute of schools of choice is that they

tend to feature two kinds of instruction infrequently provided in other

schools. These are 'independent study arrangements and experiential

learning. Independent study is employed as a major means for individual-

izing instruction and it is used as a way of offering both more remedial

and more advanced work than would otherwise be accessible, as well as for

increasing responsiveness to particular student interests. Experiential

learning of various types =11 1=D internships, activities, service projects OM am.

are also prominently featured in academic, college preparatory schools of

choice as well as in more career-oriented alternatives and magnets..

A number of other important attributes might be added -- such as the

relative absence of disciplinary problems in schools of choice, and the
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better attendance and retention patterns. But an effort has been made in

listing the thirteen features cited to identify those which appear more

generally matters of cause than of effect. Existing evidence tends to

identify the features listed as the dynamics accounting for the benefi

cial effects of scho'Cls of choice. We are ready to turn, then, to the

ma.ter of what types of teachers such schools call for. After we have

attended to that, we will be in a position to ask about the preparation

necessary tc, generating these abilities.

The Special Teacher Attributes Needed

Teachers in schools of choice need to be both generalists and spe

cialists to a degree which many teachers currently are not. They need to

be generalists since such schools typically eschew the sharp divisions of

labor which encourage secondary school teachers to concentrate solely on

one discipline and perhaps only on a particular facet of that. By con

trast, the themed curricula in some schools of choice e.g., the magnet

schoe.s with themes such as Aviation or Health Services or Sports or

Humanities -- require teachers to draw content from several disciplines

and realms of concern. Such programs also frequently put teachers in the

position of devising their own curricula, and then devising ways to

evaluate achievement related to it. So it is. not only that they may

deal with several disciplines; they deal with content in several ways,

assuming what are otherwise in school experience several different roles

in relation to content. Teachers in such schools are not in a position

to remain merely the consumers of curricula and evaluation materials

devised and distributed by others. This means that as educators, as well

as in their role as subject matter experts, they must function more
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But teachers in schools of choice also need to be specialists to a

degree not typically demanded in the conventional school. The teacher in

the magnet schools cited as illustrations above -- in Aviation or Health

Services or Sports -- must know the theme area with a thoroughness not

usually required, of secondary school teachers who are more often charged,

after all, with providing early introductions to the disciplines, not

with advancing .very far into them. By contrast, the teacher in the

Aviationmagnetmustknowthefield,itstechnology and equipment, its

occupational range and oppOrtunities, its history and .its prospects.

Without such mastery the teacher is not in a position ,to respond to stu-

dent interests nor to be able to fathom how to bring academic materials

to bear upon them.

A major purpose of schOols of choice is making formal ed,!cation more

responsive -- either to youngsters and their needs and interests, or to

parents and their' particular concerns. A serious effort at responsive-

ness must involve thorough comprehension of the traits to which one is.

responding. To be effective in instructional needs-meeting -- that is,

in aiding the learning of young people who learn in quite different ways

-- teachers need an understanding of what those ways are., To respond

effectively for all, the teacher must understand and be able to identify

the individual who learns primarily through audial modes and to distin-

guish such a youngster from another who needs kinesthetic modes for maxi-

mal learning. S/he needs an understanding of the different needs of the

analytic and the wholistic learner, and to know how to respond to both.

The effective teacher must also be aware of student differences with

respect to social context needs -- and know how, then, to structure the
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learning of one student so that it is independent and solitary, another

so that it occurs in peer groups, and another so that it involves closer

work with an adult.

The particular needs of learners is on1yone of the human dimensions,

however, to which a res!onsive teacher must respond. Learner interests

is another. Here, responding, demands the kinds of content familiarity

identified above -- with, e.g., sports or with aviation. But it is also

in part a matter of understanding youngsters and their interests. We

have long recognized that teachers need to understand human growth and

development, but we have been much slower to see that they also need more

than a passing awareness of student subculture and its specifi content.

To know what is on students' minds, and what their concerns are, is

important to ascertaining necessary pedagogical starting points, and to

maintaining motivation and interest. Teachers intending respons veness

need extensive amiliarity with the subculture of their students.

Schools of choice are also sometimes designed explicitly to respOnd

to the values of parents, as is often the case with traditionalist or

fundamentalist or religious or prep schools. AccoMing to some obser-
.,

vers, thisce, is the primary dimension of the responsiveness of private

schools, secular as well "as religious. Especially in such cases, under-

;

standing of the orientation or ideology prompting the parental choice is

of central importance to teachers. Whether for_in"stance, the choice is a

matter of a distinct ethnic cultural orientation or of a more general

socio-economic class identification can prove of enormous importage to

home-school relations and to the continuing support of parents.

\

There is at Least one more set of characteristics that teachers need

in order to be good prospects for schools of choice. This is a matter of

10
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1 attitudes, beliefs, dispositions, of general orientation. Prospective

secondary school teachers whose preparation is being influenced by

today's so-called "Excellence Movement" are being taught that their func-

tion is to contribute to the academic and cognitive development of their

students. Period. Indeed, they are learning that the taking on of

broader
0

the extent

4nctions and additional roles is what has ruined schools.
k

that the preparation 'takes' and that it faithfully

To

reflects the "Excellence Movement" these students are also modcliing a

demanding, no nonsense stance in response to present "get tough" policy.

They have been advised in relation to motivation to look not to the

carrot but to the stick. Or, to cast it in somewhat different terms,

they have been, equipped with the assumptions and prescriptions of

McGregor's Theory X in human affairs, in preference to Theory Y.

Now if we want to -think in terms of schools of choice, such an orien-

tation will never do. If schools are to be places without captive audi-

ences, then they've got to pursue rather different advice than that

currently emanating from a number of sources in the name of excellence.

Rather than assuming a get tough stance, they've got- to transform them-

selves into institutions that are genuinely user friendly! For teachers,

this means that a new commitment to responsiveness is essential. This is

not to imply that students and their parents should dictate school prac-

tice. It does mean that listening to their desires and concerns is stan-

dard operating procedure, along with attempting an accommodation that can

satisfy both the professional and the personal interests at stake. The

teacher's obligation goes beyond performing in accord with what his/her

subjectmatter and pedagogical expertise would recommend. There are mul-

tiple sets of interests to be accommodated and criteria to be met.
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for rchools &f choice "must acquire a disposition

to respond effectively and successfully to every single one of the stu

dents comprising a teacher's day. This is quite a different professional
4
charge from that which most teachers have internalized: the conventional

stance, which the "Excellence Movement" strongly reinforces, is that the

.0 teacher's actions should be guided by what knowledge recommends. The

obligation is to fulfilling the' demands and expectations of profession

ally sound practice -- and one has fulfilled that obligation whether or

not such practice proves offensive or unsuccessful in particular in-
-

etances- O

What teachers for schools of choice must learn is that the charge is

different and the obligations are different. If the patient dies, the

operation was not a success. Here, teaching must be much more of a

people process and a negotiated process. It is not a matter of decision
.

making power or student' enfranchisement. It is rather that teachers in

schools of choice must be disposed to responding gimultaneously to

several sets of concerns: to professional knowledge and judgment to be

sure -- but also to what is of conscious concern to youngsters and their

parents. Obyipusly such teachers must have rather different aspirations

and expectations of themselves than other teachers are guided to acquire.

This seems mandated by the choice feature.

. The Preparation Indicated .

1 .

Schools of choice,, then, require a better prepared teacher than many
,.. .

N,

of us are graduating now. But as I hope the above strongly suggests,

they also require teachers who have been quite differently prepared.

A prospective student teacher's experience might be a good place to

12
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begin. She was seeking a placement in a Long Island school of choice and

when she arrived for her interview, she was stunned to discover that one

part of the screening was handled by a large group i...;.uding a substan-

tial number of students. The students were not making the decision about

her, but they were participants in the screening and so'had opportunity

to put questions about what they judged important. Among the questions

they asked ea I with a candor, and bluntness that traditional interviews

would surely have finessed -- were the following: "What would you teach

if you came here? What courses would you want to propose as your

courses?" "Why should students take those courses? What have you to

softer us?" "What would you do if' nobody liked your class?" "How would

you handle a kid who couldn't stay awake in class, because a fight at

home had left him with no place to sleep the night before?" "What would

you do with a girl who had, planned to go to college but' who's finding

high school so deadly she doesn't think she can take another year of it?"

The questions were not so veiled or diplomatic, but what was asked

was really quite pertinent to deciding whether a new teacher fits into a

school, and its ethos. The would-be student teacher decided she did not.
b

I concurred with her judgment that she had not been prepared to deal with

the challenges posei: She had received little help with how to deli ,0

curriculum, and I suspect she wasn't fully clear herself on the logici'al

justification for the importance of her discipline -- or the importance

of school and college, for that matter. Nor did, she have a sufficiently

detailed understanding of ad'lescents to be able to respond to hypothet-

ical questions about how to motivate, help, and guide them. The required

course, work in Adolescent Psychology had yielded her some information,

but she hadn't figured out 'how to apply what she knew and could only try

13



to draw on her own not-too-remote adolescent history.

This prospective student teacher's experience, plus what we have

13

seen

about schools of choice, recommend some imi/ortant specifics for preparing

teachers for such schools. Before considering these specifics, however,

some, introductory comments may be in order with respect to specialization

within initial or pre-service teacher education. Certainly there should

be some commonalities in the pr .partition of teachers for all kinds of

schools and at all grade levels. In addition to knowing the content they

will teach, all need to know something about the school as an institu-

tion, about learning, about human growth and development, about the

nature of curriculum, and about how to t:ach data, concepts,' and disposi-

tions, as well as how to contribute to cognitive, personal, and social

growth. While obviously there are differences in the way these cate-

gories ought to be filled in for, say, prospective elementary and pro-

spective secondary teachers, there is good reason for retaining some com-

monality where possible. The preservation of commonality ought similarly

to be a concern when we consider the instruction of students within

schools of choice. An important operating principle of such schools

ought to be that while offering some specialized features, none should

circumscribe the chooser's future choices. So far as possible, the same.

principlt: ought to undergird the preparation of teachers for schools of

choice: the initial decision to become a teacher in one kind of alterna-

tive should not close off a possible future choice'to shift to another --

e.g., a decision to prepare for teaching in an open school should not

yield such totally different preparation to preclude later decision to

shift to a social studies academy. (In the event that schools of choice

and schools of assignment continue to co-exist, it 'might also be hoped
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that the decision to prepare for teaching in a chool of choice would not

preclude a later decision to shift to a schoo of assignment. The,re-

markable satisfactiop rates of teachers in schools of choice may,
1

however, render such an option largely formal nd academic.)

Clearly there are difficulties and challe ges with such a keep-the-

options-open principle. To the extent that sc ools of choice and assign-

ment differ MO OM and that one type of altern tive school differs from

another -- it may prove difficult to pursue prrfessional preparation that

is sufficiently specialized while remaining general. The challenge ought

to remain a consideration, however, and handled-not as a dilemma forcing

an elimination of one concern or the other, -but as a set of tensions

indicating two needs to be addressed. Actually, I suspect that the

challenge in keeping the' prospective teacher's choices open will not be

so much a matter of differential knowledge needs as of differential

,

worldviews and dispositions. The traditionalist teacher, for example,

has quite a different picture of theworld and set of attitudes toward it

and its population than does the free school teacher. Since one's orien-

tation and dispositions are a lot more durable and unchanging t 'n 'on

store of knowledge, perhaps the choice shifts would not be so frequent,

so mutually incompatible, or so problematic as to warrant extensive con-

cern.

But turning now to the specialized features of the preparation of

teachers for schools of choice. First, those interested in teaching in a

themed option -- e.g., in a Maritime magnet -- need more content prepara-

tion than most baccalaureate programs yield. In the case of magnets

whose themes coincide with disciplinary boundaries OM OM e.g., math and

science or humanities schools -- the additional preparation might simply

15
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be represented in more course work in the major field. But most magnet

specializations do not coincide with the boundaries of academic disci-

plines -- a feature perhaps associated with their charm, for many and

that poses problems for teacher preparation. The preparation needs of a

teacher who is to teach in a Health Services magnet are not met by a

major in biology or physiology or social' services or sociology --

although courses in all these areas could contribute substantially. What

this suggests is that cross-disciplinary majors may best and most appro-

priately prepare teachers for such schools. They also need some .sophis-
-:

ticatibn about inter-disciplinary pursuits and their contrasts with more

typical disciplinary inquiry and t{ aching.

Second, teachers in schools of choice need more work on the context

of schools and classrooms than we commonly provide beginning teachers.

We have earlier emphasized the extensive autonomy and decision-making

responsibilities of teachers in schools of choice; relative to teachers

in other schools. Decision-making places a premium on understanding,
0

ruling out a preparation that would render teaching as a set of recipes

or algorithms for routinized application. To understand is at least

partially a matter of perceiving in broader context. To see something

clearly and accurately is. in part to see it in proper relation and

connection to other things. Thus, prospective teachers for schools of

choice need work' on the context in which schgol.vandjiflassrooms operate.

This requires work on the nature of schooling, the school's organization

and function, our expectations of it, ami the way it is judged. It also

requires work on those dimensions of the society at large which impinge

on and have particular significance for school policy and philosophy.

This means exposure to selected aspects of the social, economic, politi-

16
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cal, and philosophic context in

Third, teachers in schools

which the school exists.

16

of choice need work in the psychology of

human growth and development. Broad goals are typical of such schools,

which generally take an active interest in the personal and social as

well as the academic development of students. Teachers need an under-

standing of the nature,

important that they be

pattern, and sequence of such development. It is

in a position to accurately assess the ki ds of

responsibilities and opportunities youngsters are ready,, for.

Fourth, alternative school teachers need an extensive working know-

ledge of the psychology of learning. They particularly need preparation

in human motivation, and this knowledge should be drawn from the socio-

logy as well as the psychology

effort. But they also need a

learning styles and strategies.

of eliciting interest, commitment, and

detailed working knowledge of diverse

Many generations of teachers appear to

have been sorely misled by the generalizations about learning reported in

educational psychology textbooks -- despite the repetitious allusions

within Chose voludItito "individual differences." It is perhaps psycho-

logy as a social science which has contributed more than any other to the

prevalent current assumption that there is -a "one best way" of performing

instructional as well as other teaching tasks, and that this one best way

holds for all groups, or for youngsters "generally." But departures are

not just a matter of "individual differences." A number of systematic

differences awing groups of students have been discovered -- e.g., whol-
10

istic and analytic learners; audial, visual, and kinesthetic learners;

learners dependent on high structure and direction, and others dependent

on low. Teachers intent on reaching all students need a urrking knowl-

edge of such differences.
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'Fifth, teachers in schools of choice need a working knowledge of stu-

dent culture. Each should have work in the sociology of youth -- a study

which, to remain current, must change annually in content. It is to by

hoped that initial preparation of this sort will equip prospective

teachers both with the current specifics arxi with the skills and inclina-

tions necessary tc, remaining up-to-date on such matters throughout one's

teaching career.

Sixth, teachers in optional schools need work in the socio-cultural

backgrounds of their students. Where the teacher's ethnic and socio-

econanic background matches those of the students s/he will be teaching,

such, work need not be extensive and a proficiency ex am might well suffice

in lieu of course work. W*i'e the prospective teacher's background is
(.0-K

different fran that of students, however, such course work can be

crucial." Some of the most poignant' stories of teaching failures have
_ _resulted, from just such Iiiiiiileajegap. 'The -welt-meaning- middleclass-------

young people of the 60s who enraged poverty ghetto parents by trying to

teach their youngsters macrame is a case in point. There have been

many tragic instances where otherwise able teachers have ruined their own

effectiveness by needlessly affronting ethnic or social class sensibili-

ties without even being aware of it.

Seventh, prospective teachers for optional schools must have intro-

ductory work in curriculum. They need to understand what makes some con-

tent more important than other possibilities, and they need to know some-

thing of the nature and sources of knowledge. They must also learn how

to create meaningful sequential packages or assemblings of knowledge for

their students, and they must know where to look for the knowledge that

will illuminate their themes. For example, a teacher in a magnet school
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or alternative where Environment is the theme must be ay e of what dis-

ciplines will inform the study, and how to locate relevant content and

materials from such areas as biology, zoology, botany, soil mechanics,

animal husbandry, geology, ecology, political science, and economics.

Eighth, prospective teachers for schools of choice need better, more

thorough preparation in the pedagogical methods and activities which

comprise instruction. It follows from what has been said that the peda-

g ical challenge to such teachers is extremely demanding. The teacher

ca not be content with designing and crafting the best way to convey

gi en content: s/he must be prepared to devise different ways, as

needed. Moreover, prospective alt4rnative school teachers must be pre-

pared to work in different ways with students, as well as with content:

to work with individuals, and small groups, as well as with the full

class group more typical of conventional instruction. Preparation must

--i-nclude---exposureto_innavative_, motivating programs which have proved

successful -- and such programs need to be scrutinized in ways that will

equip teachers to design and devise their own, as needed.

There is at least one more crucial pedagogical methods component for

teachers in optional schools. That pertains to' experiential learning.

As earliJr noted, magnet schools as well as individual alternatives make

learning from experience important. But sheer undergoing is no guarantee

of learning, and although little noted, youngsters may need at least as

much help on how to learn -- to extract meaning -- from experience as on

how to learn from books and symbols.' Prospective teachers must learn how

to make such help available.

Ninth, teachers for schools of choice need special work in evalua-

tion, both formative and summative. They -need to understand the
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ences between what is quantifiably measured and that which can only be

evaluated by qualitative methods. And they need work which will both

sensitize them to the importance of ongoing evaluation, and enable them

to select and devise adequate indicators of the progress they are trying

to bring about. Since that progress is of wide scope, and since teachers

in some schools of choice will be unable to use standardized tests with

their curriculum, prospective teachers cannot be prepared simply as users

or consumers of evaluative measures prepared elsewhere. They must learn

the essentials of evaluation so as to be able to apply them as a part of

their own planning.

Tenth, teachers in schools of choice are often involved with the

community to an extent that other teachers are not. They need work in

identifying resources, and in arriving at arrangements with e.g., civic

agencies to accept and supervise interns, or a commercial firm to permit

on site study or shadowing, or a government official to make a presenta-

tion, or a television studio to let a class spend an afternoon there.

Equipping a prospective alternative school teacher to do this need not

require extensive work, but it is important.

Finally, prospective teachers in schools of choice need to learn

about school climate and its generation. More specifically, they need

work on how to build cohesiveness, a. sense of community, within the

classroom and the school. Partly a matter of holding and conveying a set

of attitudes about school, education, young people -- and partly a matter

of learning particular instructional skills and activities -- this is a

key ingredient in preparing teachers for alternative schools.

These seem to constitute the essential components or elements of

teacher preparation for school-8 of choice. Rut several qualities must
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also be cited. The first is preparing for the extensive collaboration

which marks such schools. Since conventional schools typically do little

to foster collaborative endeavor

dates learn peer cooperation as co
A

to work productively with fellow

1 and a lot to discourage it candi-

llege students if they are to be able

teachers in optional schools. Such

learning is so largely a matter of pervasive dispositions and social

skills that teaching a course in if would be ridiculous. But collabora-

tive work must be a part of many courses if prospective teachers are

it. The teacher preparation program and most ifgoing to learn how to do

not all of its courses should include repeated projects, assignments,

activities, reports which involve cooperative endeavor -- and the process

as well as the substance of these efforts must consistently receive

attention.

Finally, a program preparing teachers for schools of choice must do

everything possible to suffuse its own program with the attitudes and

orientation it seeks to convey. It must be a user friendly program.

Students within it must be made to feel that they matter to the institu-

tion, that they are respected, and that the program will empower them to

become professionals. By virtue of its certifying function, no profes-

sional school ought to take the stance appropriate to earlier education

levels that all should be brought to success. But it can nevertheless

model a personalized, caring, and supportive community, 'each of whose

'members count. Since this particular recommendation is more Amorphous

than others, it is pewhaps worth noting that it is not just a call for

"TLC" in the teachers college Rather, it is a suggestion that the

social organization of such institutions be modified and that bureacratic

norms and values be replaced with a different set.
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A concluding note might be helpful on how these several elements and

qualities can be assembled in a teacher preparation program. I think

they could occur within the same time frame projected for other proposals

-- preferably a five-year program which would cu'minate in a liberal art's

baccalaureate and a masters degree in teaching. Desirably, however, the

professional part of the program would extend over a several year period,

ideally three years. A lot of the preparation I have called for is of a

liberal arts nature -- e.g., the work on subjectmatter, on the context of

schools, on human growth and, development, on learning, on youth culture,

on the socio-cultural attributes of ethnic groups. There is every reason

to view such pursuits liberalizing and to consider them as much a part of

general. as of professional education for the prospective reacher. They

wil. almost surely need, however, to be offered under the auspices of the

teacher preparation program. The reason is not that they must be watered

down, as 'cri_t_i_c_s_migh_t_ allege, but that they must be assembled -in -ways

that disciplinary bounds and administrative structures will not permit in

most institutions.

To cite.. just one example, I have recommended that both psychology

aad sociology need to inform the teacher's understanding of behavior and

guiding of classroom events. But if the relevant knowledge is pursued in

liberal arts courses, the prospective teacher is left to sift, borrow,

lift, and 'assemble as needed -- a, challenge too epistemologically intri-

cate to leave to those least able to acccmplisl it. Yet the necessity of

performing such an amalgamation was 'Underscored again recently by Seymour

Sarason, with his reminder that the whole course of American education in

this century could have been different if Thorndike had only nut two or

three rats in his maze instead of just one. But he didn't. And thus,
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for an understanding of group traits and group behavior, one must supple-

ment psychology -- and help prospective teachers learn to judge when and

how to draw on what.

If prospective teachers are to make important choices about the

optional schools they .prefer, an opportunity to observe schools must

begin early. Perhaps ideally it might begin as soon as there is suffi-

cient background to enable prospective teachers to look at high school

classrooms from a different perSpective than they viewed them as'stu-

dents. Surely this should begin to happen near or by the end of f-a first

professional course. All subsequent courses should involve relevant'

observation and/or participation sequences. Students should select the

particular school in Which-they are to student teach and should be helped

to understand the ramifications of their choices i.e., the nature and

assumptions and practices of that particular approach to education.-

Desirably, student teachers bigin gradually, working with just one class

and at this stage they are continuing simultaneously to work closely

with college or university instructors on pedagogical methods. Thus,

unlike the typical seminar arrangment that brings the student teacher
Q.

back to campus infrequently (only once a week or less) , faculty are in

close touch with student teachers and helping them select and devise the

classroom approaches and activities they will be carrying out. Such a

scheduling arrangment not only provides tyros with much needed help; it

also enables them to see and experience the connections between what they

too often perceive as the two unconnectable worlds of "theory" and

n practice."

Emphasis must be added about the importance of the practice teaching,

phase. It is here that the knowledge can be brought to bear and the
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skills sharpened. It is also here ithat the socialization of the futur

teacher as teacher really begins. It follows fran what we have said that\

this experience should come only near the end of the preparation program

when the prospective teacher is in a position to understand classrooms

and their demands quite differentlnand thatOle assignment should be to

a school of choice selected by the prospective student teacher.

Desirably, the candidate would have spent some time in the school prior

to application. While it was suggested above that practice teachers

begin slowly, perhaps initially with just a single class, it is also

'important that during the total experience they reach full exposure --

i.e., that they go through full teaching days which make demands cora-

1

parable to those entailed by appointment as a teacher. It is Also im-

portant that during the student teaching expereince they participate in

some of the non-classroom activities of teachers within the school,

particularly in collegial planning and other collaborative ventures.

I am convinced that. if teachers were educated in the ways I have

indicated -- e.g., if they, were prepared explicitly to teach in schools

of choice, in accord with what I have proposed -- we would have teachers

who were far more effective, productive, professionally dedicated and

satisfied than we are entitled to hope for now. Furthermore, we would

have teachers in whom the inclination and wherewithal to keep on improv-.

ing their own practice had been generated. For by preparing teachers for

the collaboration and collegiality of schools of choice, we will have

prepared them to go on learning. We will also have set in place what is

our best mechanism so far' for making schools self-renewing systems.
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